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Abstract

Although object-oriented paradigm is becoming a
more realistic approach to the development of large-
scale software systems, the existing object-oriented
notations and methodologies do not fully support the
development of distributed object systems. In this
paper, we integrate Meta-Object Protocol (MOP) into
a de facto standard object-oriented modeling language
UML together to build a software architecture for
distributed object systems. We propose a high-level
extension of conventional MOPs, called diMOP which
helps to develop distributed object systems by realizing
a reective architecture. To incorporate diMOP with
UML, we introduce two new speci�cation languages:
Class Diagram Supporting diMOP (CDSM) and Dy-
namically Con�gurable Object-oriented Statemachine
(DCOS), which are proposed to replace the class
diagram and the state diagram of UML. The two
speci�cation languages support to specify dynamic
con�guration behaviors as well as to incorporate the
diMOP. This paper gives a methodology to develop
e�ciently distributed object systems through UML

1. Introduction

Object-oriented paradigm helps software develop-
ers to manage the complexity in development and
maintenance for distributed software systems. Object-
oriented concepts such as abstraction, logical distribu-
tion, autonomy, and independency among objects �t
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well to distributed software systems. A distributed
software system can be considered as a set of dis-
tributed objects interacting with each other through
remote message passing. From this point of view,
we term general distributed software systems as dis-
tributed object systems in this paper. Although object-
oriented paradigm is becoming a more realistic ap-
proach to the development of large-scale software sys-
tems, the existing object-oriented modeling languages
and methodologies do not su�ciently support the dis-
tributed object system development for the following
reasons:

� Non-distributed object-oriented methodologies do
not give su�cient consideration to the issue on
physical distribution of objects in the design spec-
i�cation phase or earlier phases. They do not also
provide the concept of separation of concerns to
manage the complexity in distributed object sys-
tem development and maintenance.

� Notational languages for specifying object-
oriented software systems do not systematically
support to represent such phenomena as objects
are created/deleted dynamically at runtime, and
the links between them are also changed dynami-
cally on the basis of the structural properties (i.e.
class types and their relationships).

The main distinction between the distributed object
systems and non-distributed object-oriented systems is
whether they deal with physical distribution or logical
distribution. In order to develop distributed object sys-
tems through pure object-oriented methodologies, they
should be extended to cover the issue on physical dis-
tribution with more additional steps in the software
development cycle.



In the implementation phase, middlewares such as
CORBA, DCOM, or RMI could help to �ll up the
gaps between logical and physical distribution by pro-
viding several distribution transparencies such as ac-
cess, location, replication, migration, and performance
transparencies. However, since such middlewares were
oriented to the implementation, it is di�cult to ap-
ply them to early software development phases such as
analysis phase or design phase,

Meta-Object Protocol (MOP)[2, 3] could support
complete separation of concerns about functional be-
haviors and nonfunctional behaviors of objects in
programming language level, so that it can man-
age the complexity in programming and maintain-
ing distributed object systems. The functional be-
haviors of objects can be considered as goal-oriented
computations which can be represented in simple
state/transition diagrams. The nonfunctional behav-
iors of object can be considered as process-oriented
computations which control the related functional be-
haviors to operate correctly, on the basis of interpreta-
tion strategies on the functional behaviors.

If we construct a distributed object system where
the nonfunctional behaviors of objects (synchroniza-
tion constraints, method-scheduling policy, distribu-
tion transparency, persistency, and real-time con-
straints) and the functional behaviors of the objects
are intermingled together, there would be a great com-
plexity in developing and maintaining the system. If
we consider the nonfunctional behaviors of objects as
the interpretation strategies on implementation struc-
tures of an object, in other words, the nonfunctional
behaviors are de�ned as reective information about a
base object, MOPs would provide separation of concern
about the nonfunctional behaviors and the functional
behaviors, so that they can help to manage such com-
plexity.

Uni�ed Modeling Language (UML) is considered
as a de facto standard of object-oriented modeling
languages. It supports many state-of-the-art object-
oriented modeling concepts, but there are still many
de�ciencies for developing complex object-oriented sys-
tems such as distributed, concurrent, or real-time soft-
ware systems. Suppose that an object is represented
as a node, and communication through message pass-
ing as an arc, then a distributed object system can
be considered as a graph. The topology of the dis-
tributed object system may be changed dynamically
at runtime. Such dynamic behaviors are termed dy-
namic con�guration behaviors in this paper. Modeling
notations of UML do not fully support the dynamic
con�guration behaviors. To support such dynamic con-
�guration behaviors, the state diagram of UML for the

internal behaviors of objects must be modi�ed to spec-
ify the changes of system structure as well as object
states based on system structural properties de�ned in
the class diagram of UML[4].

The state diagram of UML directly originates from
a speci�cation language Statecharts for procedural sys-
tems (non-object-oriented systems). From the view
point of speci�cation languages for procedural systems,
a software system is composed of several static pro-
cesses communicating with each other. In contrast
with the procedural systems, object-oriented systems
have the concepts of class types and their relation-
ships. Based on those concepts, many objects from the
same class type could be created/deleted dynamically,
and the links between them could be changed dynam-
ically as well. Because of the fundamental di�erence
mentioned above between object-oriented systems and
procedural systems, the conventional state diagram has
many limitations to specify the dynamic behaviors of
object-oriented systems. Thus, there is a need to ex-
tend it with the purpose or to adopt new speci�cation
languages in its place.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 de�nes diMOP as a high-level MOP for dis-
tributed object system. In Section 3, we propose
CDSM and DCOS as new speci�cation languages to
incorporate diMOP with UML and to specify dynamic
con�guration behaviors systematically. Section 4 gives
an analysis technique for our system models. Section
5 briey introduces a CASE tool diMOPer supporting
our approach automatically. In Section 6, we conclude
with future works.

2. A high-level MOP for distributed ob-
ject systems

Meta-Object Protocol (MOP) can be realized by
means of the language features such as meta class and
meta relation. By inheriting from the primary meta
class such as Class1 in Open C++ and Open Java, a
meta class rede�nes the interpretation strategies on the
classes instantiated from it.

There are two types of MOPs: compile-time MOP
and run-time MOP. The compile-time MOP does not
usually support the dynamic instantiation of meta ob-
ject at runtime, but easily provides the performance ef-
�ciency and the reection completeness[7]. In contrast,
run-time MOP supports the dynamic instantiation of
meta object at runtime, but does not easily guaran-
tee the performance e�ciency and the reection com-
pleteness. At present, several hybrid MOPs, which are

1It de�nes the basic interpretation strategies on ordinary class
primarily provided by the programming language.



based on the compile-time MOPs, yet they can pro-
vide dynamic instantiation just like run-time MOPs,
are proposed. diMOP is proposed so that it can be
realized without regard to the type of MOPs.

2.1 Architecture of diMOP

diMOP is proposed to generalize the conventional
MOPs. In order to employ them into object-oriented
methodologies for distributed object systems, it should
provide abstraction, distribution, and target language
independency. Further more, it must provide com-
pleteness of reective computations on objects as well.
The overall architecture of diMOP for these purposes
is shown in Figure 1. The full detailed de�nition of
diMOP can be found in[6].

2.1.1 Abstraction

In the computational model of MOPs, the base ob-
ject does not need to know any information about its
meta object so that its behaviors can be speci�ed in-
dependently of that of its meta object. In contrast,
since the meta object is a meta program to manipu-
late the behaviors of its base object, it must consider
the reective information about its base object as its
own problem domain and act upon it as well. Indeed,
even though the meta object can hold all information
about implementation structures and interpretation of
its base object, the actual domain of the reection in-
formation may be bounded by the properties of the
target application system domain. In distributed ob-
ject systems, meta objects are mainly interested in the
reective aspects of synchronization and distribution
policy of their base objects. Therefore, in diMOP, re-
ective information about objects consists of the syn-
chronization, method-scheduling, and distribution pol-
icy of each object. These information is are represented
by means of meta attributes, and initialized or modi�ed
by its meta methods abstractly. Each of the meta at-
tributes can be de�ned by an abstract data type which
has speci�c semantics for the interpretation strategies
on the reective aspect relevant to itself. diMOP is
a high level MOP for the development of distributed
object systems, so that it can be easily extended by
de�ning more meta attributes and meta methods as
needed.

2.1.2 Basic Mechanism

The basic mechanism for diMOP is similar to those
of conventional MOPs such as that of CLOS, Open
C++, or Open Java[2, 11]. However, our diMOP is dis-
tinguished from other MOPs in aspects of abstraction

and distribution. In the architecture of diMOP, each
meta object is internally constructed as two-level meta
tower to distinguish the remote communication from
the local communication. The internal meta object at
the meta-level 1 de�nes the reective information such
as synchronization and method-scheduling policy on its
base object. The other meta object at the meta-level 2
de�nes the reective information such as distribution
policy on its base object transitively.

diMOP also deals with reective aspects relevant to
method dispatching. When a method is called from an
object A to an object B at the base level, its execution
would be manipulated by its meta objects. First, the
message for the method invocation required by the base
object A is intercepted by its meta object. Second,
the method invocation is interpreted according to the
distribution policy de�ned in the internal meta object
at meta-level 2, and at third, it is interpreted according
to the synchronization and method-scheduling policy
de�ned in the internal meta object at the meta-level 1.
When a result of the method invocation returns, it will
be delivered in the reverse order.

Meta Level

Base Level

Meta-Level 1

Object B

synchronization_policy: Array( Method, SyncExpression )
method-scheduling_policy: Array( OState, OrderOfMethods )

meta attributes

meta methods
 void setSynchronizationConstraintAs({Method, SyncExpression})
SyncExpression getSynchronizationConstraint( Method ) 
void setMethodSchedulingOrderAs({OState, Order})
OrderOfMethods getMethodSchedulingOrder( OState )

Remote 
Communication

meta attributes

meta methods
 

location_policy: Location

setLocationAs( Location )
Location getLocation()

Object A
1.method invocation

Meta Object

Meta-Level 2 3.send message

4.send message

(2)return result

(3)return result

(1)return result

2.send message(4)return result

Reflection

Reflection

Meta Relation

Figure 1. Architecture of diMOP

3. Incorporating diMOP with UML

This section introduces Class Diagram Support-
ing diMOP (CDSM) and Dynamically Con�gurable
Object-oriented Statemachine (DCOS) for incorpo-
rating diMOP and for specifying dynamic con�gu-
ration behaviors. To illustrate these two speci�ca-
tion languages with an application example, Evolving
Philosophers[5] is presented.



3.1 Class Diagram Supporting diMOP

Class Diagram Supporting diMOP (CDSM) is an ex-
tension to the conventional class diagram of UML. Un-
like the class diagram of UML, CDSM includes addi-
tional syntax and semantics for incorporating diMOP
and specifying dynamic con�guration behaviors.

3.1.1 Composite Aggregation

Composite Aggregation is a strong form of normal
aggregation of UML, where the life time of the com-
ponent objects depends on that of the composite ob-
ject. Dynamic con�guration behaviors on the compo-
nent objects must be speci�ed within their transitive
composite object2. The information (i.e. Unique object
identi�ers and their types) about objects dynamically
created at runtime are to be stored at its composite
object, and used for dynamic con�guration behaviors
on them later. By services of a composite object, its
component objects are created dynamically, and the
component objects are connected with actual relation
link from another component object or an object re-
lated to the composite object with associations.

If a base object is the component object participat-
ing in a composite aggregation, its meta objects are
considered as component objects participating in the
composite aggregation as well. Therefore, the con�gu-
rations on the base object and the meta objects should
be managed by their composite objects as well.

3.1.2 Meta Class and Meta Relation

Meta class is a template of meta object. It is de-
noted by a rounded rectangle in CDSM speci�cation
as shown in Figure 2. Meta class can de�ne several
meta variables3 for its states, and can employ several
methods de�ned in its base class for tuning their in-
terpretation strategies. The methods which are not
engaged in a meta class mean that they operate inde-
pendently of the interpretation strategies manipulated
by the meta class. As shown in Figure 2, meta vari-
ables and engaged methods can be described in the
meta class.

Meta relation may be considered as a special-
purpose delegation which is only permitted between
base class and meta class. In the structure of diMOP,
meta relations form a reective tower architecture to
avoid reective overlap[10]. A meta relation permits a

2Since composite aggregation is a transitive relation, a com-
ponent object has its composite objects in a transitive way.

3Meta variable is used only in the meta class, but not in its
base class.

Figure 2. CDSM specification of Evolving
Philosophers

meta class to access the meta interfaces for the associ-
ated base class. As shown in Figure 2, meta relation
is denoted by an arrow having double-angled brackets
at each ends, and has two �xed role names (i.e. base
and meta role) at each end. If a base class has multiple
candidate as its meta class, then in the CDSM speci�-
cation, they are described constrained by or-constraint
of UML.

3.2 Dynamically Configurable Object-oriented
Statemachine

Dynamically Con�gurable Object-oriented Statema-
chine (DCOS) is a new state diagram proposed to
specify dynamic con�guration behaviors, and to in-
corporate diMOP systematically. DCOS adopts Ex-
tended OCL (EOCL) which is an extension to conven-
tional Object Constraint Language (OCL) of UML to
represent the changes of system structure and object
state systematically. It incorporates diMOP by pro-
viding two level speci�cations for base classes and meta
classes. DCOS also provides syntax and semantics for
base class and meta class, in an integrated way with
CDSM.

3.2.1 Extended OCL

Object Constraint Language (OCL) is used to de-
scribe the system constraints in the class diagram of
UML[1, 9]. OCL is a pure expression language which
can be evaluated without any side-e�ects. It means the
OCL expression cannot cause any change of the system
state. However, it is possible to specify the changes of
the system state such as system structure and object



state in pre/post condition, which is used to de�ne the
behaviors of methods. OCL expressions can be used to
specify all possible states based on the system struc-
tural model speci�ed in the class diagram.

However, conventional OCL still needs to be
extended with several features to specify dynamic
con�guration behaviors systematically. This extension
to OCL will be termed Extended OCL (EOCL) in
this paper. Within EOCL, two operations new() and
delete() are newly de�ned as follows:

type.new( end:Collection, id:String ):Collection

pre:

type.allInstances()->includes( new one ) and

end->forAll( v j v.oclIsTypeOf(type) and v.ObjID <> id and v <>

new one )

post:

new one.ObjID = id and result = end@pre->including(new one) and

type.attributes()->iterate( property:String j new one.$property

=`?')

object.delete( end:Collection ):Collection

pre:

end->includes( object )

post:

result = end@pre->excluding( object )

In the above de�nitions, type means an instance
of OclType prede�ned within OCL. All class types
de�ned in the system model based on UML, and pre-
de�ned within OCL are all the instance of OclType.
object means an instance of OclAny prede�ned within
OCL; OclAny is the super type of all types in the
model, so that all features of OclAny are available for
each object in all OCL expressions.

For the de�nitions of new() and delete(), conven-
tional OCL is extended with following two features:

1. OclAny has an implicit attribute `ObjID: String'
to identify objects which are dynamically created
with ObjID, and associated with the same Collec-
tion object evaluated by a structural name such as
association-end name or role name. This new fea-
ture could resolve naming problems in the object-
oriented system having dynamic con�guration be-
haviors.

2. To initialize all explicit attributes of an object, a
new construct \$ string name" is de�ned. The
construct makes it possible to describe EOCL ex-
pression using the result value evaluated by an
EOCL expression as a term variable. An object
is initialized by making all attribute values of the
object be unde�ned(?).

[members->size() < num_initial_member]
/<actoin>
post:
num:Integer = members@pre->size() and
members = Philosopher.new(members@pre,num.toString()) and 
resources = Fork.new(resources@pre, num.toString()) and
p:Philosopher = members->select(ObjID = num.toString()) and
f:Fork = resources->select(ObjID = num.toString()) and
p.meta = MetaPhilosopher.new(p.meta@pre, p.ObjID) and 
f.meta = MetaFork.new(f.meta@pre, f.ObjID) and
p.meta.base = p and f.base.meta = f and p.right = f and 
( num > 0 implies p.left = resources@pre->select(ObjID = "0") and  
members@pre->select( ObjID = (num-1).toString() ).left = f ) ) and
num_philosophers = num_philosopher@pre + 1
</action>

/<action> 
post:
num_philosophers=0 and
num_sitting_philosophers=0
</action>

creating 
members

[members->size=num_initial_member]
/
members.sitDown()

Operating 
Group

insertPhilosopher(i:Integer)
/<action> 
post:
members@pre->iterate( p:Philosopher | p.ObjID->toInteger()>=i 
implies p.ObjID = p.ObjID@pre + 1 ) and 
members = Philosopher.new( members@pre, i.toString() ) and 
resources = Fork.new( resources@pre, i.toString()) and 
p:Philosopher = members->select( ObjID = i.toString() ) and
f:Fork = resources->select( ObjID = i.toString() ) and
p.meta = MetaPhilosopher.new( p.meta@pre, i.toString()) and
f.meta = MetaFork.new( f.meta@pre, i.toString()) and
p.meta.base = p and f.meta.base = f and 
pre_p:Philosopher = members@pre->
select( ObjID@pre = ((i-1)%members@pre->size()).toString() ) 
and p.right = f and p.left = pre_p.left@pre and pre_p.left = f 
and num_philosopher = num_philosopher@pre + 1
</action>

Transition 3

Transition 1

Transition 2

Figure 3. DCOS specification of class Philoso-
pherGroup

In the system model, all objects to be created dynam-
ically are considered to already exist with their own
class types, but it is not possible to be navigated by
structural name. Each of such objects is initialized
and associated to the designated structural name with
an ObjID by the operation new() for its class type,
and then it can be removed from the designated struc-
tural name by operation delete(). These two operations
new() and delete() are de�ned to also guarantee that
EOCL is still side-e�ect free.

For usefulness, EOCL is further extended with fol-
lowing new features:

� Class type Collection prede�ned within OCL
has additional operation selectOneAtRandom() for
nondeterministic selection. It returns just one el-
ement from Collection type at random.

� As with JavaTM , basic types such as Boolean,
Integer, Real, Enumeration, and String prede-
�ned within OCL include additional operations for
transformations between them.

3.2.2 Speci�cation of Base Class

DCOS for a base class can be de�ned as a structure
BC = (Attr, Meth, Rel, St, Tr) with following mean-
ings:

� Attr is a set of attributes in the base class BC de-
�ned in CDSM.



Thinking

Hungry

GotLeftFork

GotRightFork

sitDown()/
<action>
post:
is_sitting = true
</action>

/right.@take(self,RIGHT);
left.@take(self,LEFT)

allocLeftFork()
/<action>
post:
left_resource = true
</action>

allocRightFork()
/<action>
post:
right_resource = ture
</action>

tm(90)
/right.release();left.release();
<action>
post:
left_resource=false and 
right_resource=false
</action>

Trying

Eating

allocRightFork()
/<action>
post:
right_resource = ture
</action>

allocLeftFork()
/<action>
post:
left_resource = true
</action>

getUP()
/right.release();left.release();
<action>
post:
left_resource=false and right_resource=false and 
is_sitting=false
</action>

Figure 4. DCOS specification of class Philoso-
pher

� Meth is a set of methods in the base class BC de-
�ned in CDSM.

� Rel is a set of adjacent classes to the base class BC
de�ned in CDSM.

� St is a union set of object states, each of which is
a set of mappings Attr to their domain values and
object structure which is a set of mappings Rel to
their class type object(s).

� Tr is a set of transitions represented by ordered
pairs of two states included in St.

Each of transitions included in Tr is denoted by a
solid arrow in DCOS speci�cation. It has an attached
arc expression, which is represented as following form:

[ condition ] a triggering message / action; action; ...

In this arc expression, the action parts show either
object state changes which is speci�ed in EOCL expres-
sions and pre/post conditions, or method invocations
whose target object is navigated in EOCL expression.
In addition, to increase the degree of concurrency in the
system model, the arc expression in DCOS provides a
way to specify asynchronous method invocations. As
shown in Figure 4, the asynchronous method invoca-
tion is denoted by the structure \a-target-object.@a-
method-name".

3.2.3 Speci�cation of Meta Class

Since all reective computations to manipulate
strategies on synchronization, method scheduling, and
distribution of an object should be de�ned in its meta
object, DCOS for meta-class speci�cation must pro-
vide su�cient features to specify the reective behav-
iors systematically.

If there are many active objects in a system model,
the multiple threads from them may exist at either a
base object or a meta object at any point in time. In or-
der that such objects in the system model run correctly,
synchronizations for them should be controlled based
on the system concurrency model. diMOP adopts the
quasi-concurrent model, rather than the fully concur-
rent model as its concurrency model.

DCOS for meta-class speci�cation can be de�ned as
a structureMC = (Bcls, Mmeth, Mvar, Mst, Mtr) with
following meaning:

� Bcls (Base class) is an associated base class with
the meta class MC de�ned in CDSM.

� Mvar (Meta variable) is a set of meta variables in
the meta class MC de�ned in CDSM.

� Mmeth (Meta method) is a set of meta method
types de�ned in diMOP.

� Mst (State of meta class) is a union set of map-
pings from Mvar to their domain values and map-
ping from Bcls to its class type object.

� Mtr (Transition for meta class) is a set of ordered
pairs composed of two states in Mst.

Arc expression of the meta class transition has the
same syntax as that of the base class transition. How-
ever, the triggering message is a set of classi�ers for
methods in the base class (Bcls), and the guard con-
dition is a set of predicates representing states of the
meta class. Since behaviors of a meta class (in MC)
can be sensitive to the whole information about the
base class (Bcls) on the basis of diMOP de�nition, the
states for the meta class can be actually de�ned by par-
titioning states for the base class (Bcls) into more de-
tailed states, with meta variables (Mvar). If the states
represented by a meta variable are �nite, it would be
denoted by several explicit states in DCOS, otherwise,
it should be denoted by a guard condition.

In Figure 5, State 1, State 2, and State 3 are de�ned
as the states (St) of the base class A. The meta class
A de�nes its own states by partitioning the states for
the base class A into more detailed states explicitly de-
noted by shaded states, as shown in Figure 5. In the
DCOS speci�cation of the meta class, except the transi-
tions to initialize the hierarchical states4, all transitions
denoted by a solid arrow would only link the shaded
states together, or all transitions denoted by a dashed
arrow would only link the states for its base class A
together. The solid transition means the execution of

4States partitioned into more detailed states in the meta class
have a hierarchical structure.



State 1

State 2

State 3

DCOS for Base Class A

State 1

State 2

State 3

DCOS for Meta Class of A

a

c

b

a

c

b

b

c

bd

a

Figure 5. Partitioning states for base class by
meta variables

the actions described in its arc expression, and explicit
changes within the states represented by its meta vari-
ables. The dashed transition means also the execution
of the actions in its arc expression, but does not actu-
ally change the state of its base class since meta class
should not change the state of its base classes. The
transition to initialize the hierarchical state has the
same semantics as that of H-arrow in Statecharts. The
interpretation of the action is almost similar to that
of the DCOS for base class except the method invoca-
tion: in DCOS for meta class, instead of the method
invocation for base-level computations, meta-method
invocations for reective computations are described
with its parameters.

Since the three nonfunctional policies conform to the
reective information in diMOP, DCOS naturally sup-
ports to specify dynamic changes of the three nonfunc-
tional policies on a base object by either modifying
values of the meta attributes or replacing the old meta
object by new meta object as in dynamic con�gura-
tion behaviors. Such dynamic changes of the reective
information about objects may be very useful in some
domain-speci�c applications. For example, object mi-
gration to increase system reliability can be systemat-
ically speci�ed by the dynamic changes of the physical
locations for objects as distribution policy in diMOP.

4. Analysis

This section gives an idea for analyzing our speci-
�cation models which needs human interventions yet.
Our analysis approach consists of the following steps:

1. Translating DCOS states to agents of the �-
calculus[8], and transitions to actions.

2. Identifying whether these actions are closed one or
open one.

3. Analyzing a translated speci�cation using model
checker MWB[12].

/<action>
post:
is_increasing = false
</action>
setLocationAs("joon.kaist.ac.kr", 127 );
setSynchronizatoinConstraintAs( "insertPhilosopher(Integer)", "true" );
setSynchronizationConstraintAs( "removePhilosopher(Integer)", "num_philosophers > 2" );
setSynchronizationConstraintAs( "sitDownOne()","num_sitting_philosopher < num_philosophers - 1");
setSynchronizationConstraintAs( "getUpOne()", "num_sitting_philosopher > 0" );
setMethodSchedulingOrdersAs( "num_sitting_philosophers <= num_philosophers/2", { (getUpOne(),siDownOne()) } );
setMethodSchedulingOrdersAs( "num_sitting_poliosophers > num_philosophers/2", { (sitDownOne(),getUpOne()) } )

creating 
members

Operating 
Group

increasing

not_increasing

insertPhilosopher(i:Integer)/
<action>
post:
is_increasing = true
</action>

removePhilosopher(i:Integer)/
<action>
post:
is_increasing = false
</action>

Figure 6. DCOS specification of meta class
MetaPhilosopherGroup

The two important issues in the translation are
about the agents and names in the �-calculus. An ori-
gin state of a transition is translated to an agent, a
transition to a sending or receiving action, and a des-
tination state of a transition to an invocation of a new
agent (step 1). A closed action is a synchronization ac-
tion within an agent and an open action is an input or
output action between agents. That is described using
the � operator for hiding name, and this is described
using the parameters of an agent (step 2). The dead-
locks can be simply checked and model checking can be
done with �-calculus (step 3). The mutual-exclusion,
liveness, and fairness can be veri�ed using model check-
ing.

5. A Prototype Development Enviro-
ment (diMOPer)

Our approach, as described in this paper, is real-
ized by a prototype development environment, called
diMOPer. The prototype environment supports our
approach with following functions:

CDSM Speci�cations - diMOPer provides a tool
that helps for developers to design the structural
properties of system model in CDSM. This tool
supports most of modeling features used in the
class diagram of UML and the features extended
with additional features for dynamic con�guration
behaviors.



DCOS Speci�cations - diMOPer also provides a
tool that helps for developers to design the inter-
nal behaviors of each of class types de�ned in the
system model in DCOS.

Code Synthesis - On the basis of the information
about system model speci�ed in CDSM and
DCOS, diMOPer generates target codes of reec-
tive object-oriented languages.

A part of the diMOPer is shown in Figure 7. diMOPer
supports Open Java as a target language, and reects
all information about meta objects on the automati-
cally generated codes. diMOPer makes is possible that
CDSM model and DCOS model can be speci�ed in a
separate but integrated way.

Figure 7. A prototype development environment:
diMOPer

6. Conclusions

We proposed an approach to developing distributed
object systems by incorporating a high-level MOP
called diMOP with a de facto standard UML. Our ap-
proach makes it possible to develop distributed ob-
ject systems by traditional object-oriented methodol-
ogy adopting and extending the modeling language
UML.

We de�ned a high-level MOP diMOP to apply it to
design speci�cation and implementation phases in soft-
ware system development. To cope with a variety of
conventional MOPs, diMOP provides the notion of ab-
straction and distribution. We presented two speci�ca-
tion languages incorporating the diMOP and support-
ing speci�cation of dynamic con�guration behaviors.

The two speci�cation languages: CDSM and DCOS
can replace the class diagram and the state diagram of
UML, respectively. We also gave an idea for analyzing
our speci�cation models using �-calculus. For an auto-
mated support, a prototype environment diMOPer has
been developed.

The de�nitions of diMOP, CDSM, and DCOS pre-
sented in this paper are semi-formal, so that it may be
di�cult to interpret our speci�cation models automat-
ically. Thus, there is a need to give them more precise
semantics for simulation, veri�cation, or validation.
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